Abstract: Synovial sarcoma (SS) is a distinct soft tissue sarcoma, occurring across all ages, from young children to the elderly, but the incidence of SS peaks in young adults. Recently, its biology, specifically the biomarker genomic index, may prove to be the most important prognostic marker, explaining findings such as the positive effect of younger age on outcome. While believed to be a chemosensitive soft tissue sarcoma, surgery remains the most important modality of treatment for many people, especially in localized disease, plus or minus radiotherapy to improve local control. Moving forward, the demonstration that SS has multiple therapeutic targets such as vascular endothelial growth factor, and new emerging targets, allows us to start to consider different systemic therapeutic interventions other than just chemotherapy. This is particularly important for advanced/metastatic SS which, with conventional chemotherapy only, continues to have a very poor outcome. The way forward, therefore, is an all-age trial combining perhaps anti-angiogenesis agents with chemotherapy, focusing on those SS cases whose outcome, as determined by biology, site, or metastatic status, is poor with just conventional sarcoma chemotherapy. This also allows prospective evaluation of the role of genomic index and other biomarkers.
Introduction
After rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma (SS) is the most common type of soft tissue sarcoma (STS) in childhood and adolescence, with a predilection for young adults. 1 The incidence, however, in the context of STSs in adults is low, accounting for ,10% overall. 2 The incidence of SS may have changed over time due to more accurate diagnosis, with the recognition of a characteristic translocation involving chromosome 18 and X, resulting in detection of one of the several types of fusion gene (SYT-SSX1, 2, and 4) in 90% of cases. 3, 4 Surgery remains an important aspect of treatment for SS along with radiation, which may facilitate surgical resection. 5 In pediatric and adolescent practice, less radiotherapy is used in view of the late effects. 6 The role of age as a prognostic factor has been examined in single institutional studies, the US population-based Surveillance Epidemiology, the End Results (SEER) cancer registry, and the English national cancer registry. 1, 7 Ferrari et al 8 demonstrated that children had a better outcome than adults, suggesting that this was probably due to the use of more chemotherapy in the younger age group. In adults, chemotherapy is not the standard of care, particularly in localized disease regardless of tumor size, but it is used in high-risk patients, 8 or as part of investigational trials. 9 However, the better outcome in younger patients in part is probably explained by SS biology, in particular, the role of the genomic index (GI). 10 Despite all the recent gains in knowledge, in particular, around biology, and a more defined role for chemotherapy, the outcome for SS has not significantly changed or, indeed, improved over recent years. Certainly, a recent report from the English national cancer registry on overall survival in the UK gives a 5-year relative survival of 57%, which compares with other population-based series and has not significantly changed over the past 20-year period in the UK. 11 The use of new agents, therefore, perhaps driven by a better understanding of the biology of STS, is badly needed. The number of STS in Phase I/II trials is small, due to their rarity, however there are novel therapies in trials worth pursuing in STS. The rarity means that much more collaborative studies are needed, in particular, collaborating within both pediatric and adult sarcoma groups -a truly all-age study. Traditionally, SS has been treated either within mixed STS adult trials or in specific trials but just in the pediatric age group: adolescents often sit between these two camps and therefore, do not always access trials. Rarity and small numbers may also force us to bring new agents earlier into Phase III studies, sometimes even generating hypotheses from data generated from Phase I trials.
Epidemiology, biology, and predictors of outcome
Two histologically distinct subtypes of SS can be distinguished, with each type having a strong association with the two main chimeric fusion genes, SYT-SSX1 and SYT-SSX2, from the specific translocation t(x;18) (p11.2; q11.2) that occurs in .95% of patients with SS. 3, 4 Biphasic tumors that contain both spindle-and epithelial-like cells tend to have the SYT-SSX1 fusion, whereas monophasic tumors that contain only spindle cells tend to have SYT-SSX2 fusion. 12 The prognostic value of the pathology and/or type of translocation is conflicting. 2, 12, 13 This merely reflects the incompleteness of the series published with all the known prognostic values, including grade, stage, and size. Chromosomal instabilities detected by comparative genomic hybridization have been reported in SS. 14 Lagarde et al 15 developed this work further by establishing a 67-gene prognostic signature related to chromo some integrity, mitotic control, and genome complexity in sarcomas (Complexity Index in Sarcoma, CINSARC), and subsequently a genomic biomarker -GI -that is based on the number and type of chromosomal aberrations. The same group assessed GI in SS and has shown that a high GI score of 2 predicts for a very poor metastasis-free survival in both pediatric and adult SS. 10 Indeed, the GI was higher in adults, indicating greater genomic instability, which offers a possible biological explanation for the poorer outcome in adults with SS. 7, 11, 13 Age as a prognostic factor has been clearly shown in several cancer registry series. 1, 7, 11, 13 From the English national cancer registry data, the 5-year relative survival rate for the whole series across all ages from 1985 to 2008 was 56% (95% CI: 47%-64%). 7, 11 There were, however, significant differences (P,0.05) in the 5-year relative survival rates between those patients aged 0-19 years and those patients aged $20 years, 72% (95% CI: 46%-88%) vs 53% (95% CI: 44%; 62%), respectively.
7, 11 The Dutch group was able to show that the outcome for the adolescent/young adult age group from their national registry cohort with localized SS falls between that of children and older adults, with a 5-year relative survival of 91% in children (aged #17 years), 72% in adolescents/young adults (18-34 years), 58% in adults (35-64 years), and 53% in elderly ($65 years). 13 Tumor size in SS is also predictive of outcome. Sultan et al, 1 from the SEER cancer registry data of SS including all ages, demonstrated that tumors .5 cm had a significantly worse outcome and the highest hazard ratio of 3.21 in predicting a poor outcome. The presence of metastases at diagnosis is clearly an important indicator of outcome, but the rate is the same regardless of the age of the patient. 1 In our series from the English national cancer registry, the 5-year relative survival was significantly lower at 7% for those with distant metastases compared to those without metastases at 65% (P#0.001). 7 Another prognostic factor to consider is site of tumor. The outcome for tumors at a nonextremity site compared with tumors of extremity is a 5-year relative survival of 34% vs 71%, respectively. 7 Again, like other clinical indicators in SS, the incidence of the primary tumor site does not differ across the age groups, trunk, and non-limb sites having the worst outcome. 1, 7 Poor outcome in SS arising in non-limb sites has also been demonstrated in a smaller Italian series. 16 A novel and yet to be fully explored prognostic indicator is the role of socioeconomic deprivation, using the income domain of the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010 (ID), a specific measure available in the UK. 17 Socioeconomic status has been shown to be a significant predictor of outcome in lung, colon, and breast cancer with those patients with lower socioeconomic status having a worse outcome. [18] [19] [20] In the study of all stages of SS from the English national cancer registry, patients with the highest ID score and hence the worst deprivation had the worst outcome, but this was due to the adult cohort in the series, as a high ID score was not significant in the younger age group (0-18 years). 7 This may be plausible due to diagnostic delays, either professional or patient, or poor awareness of this tumor, but no data on time to diagnosis or the diagnostic pathway were available to explore this further in the English national cancer registry. The prognostic role of deprivation on the survival of SS has not been studied previously, but in Ewing's sarcomas registered in the Californian-population-based cancer registry, survival was significantly lower in the most deprived groups. 21 
Role of chemotherapy
For the majority of SSs, especially those which are localized and operable, surgery plus or minus radiotherapy remain the standard of care. In the SEER series from 1983 to 2005, of the 1,268 patients with all stages of SS, fewer than 10% had no local treatment, including surgery, regardless of patient age, but 50% of the whole series received radiotherapy. 1 In a more contemporary series of patients with non-metastatic extremity SS only, from the US National Cancer Database (2000-2009), 32% had some form of radiotherapy, either pre-or postoperatively, but only 12% had some form of chemotherapy. 22 These differences between the series on therapy modalities merely reflect the different stages of SS included in each series, as the series from the US national cancer database only included localized extremity SS. 22 In the recent analysis from the Dutch cancer registry, of 461 localized SS patients, nearly 50% received radiotherapy, but ,1% had chemotherapy and 34% had surgery only. 13 In the pediatric/adolescent oncology world, it has often been believed that the better outcomes in these age groupschildren and adolescents -compared to that in adults, are due to the more frequent use of chemotherapy in children. 23 Chemotherapy usage in adults has often been reserved for large, stage III patients or those with distant metastases, hence selecting those SS expected to have a worse outcome.
1,2 Two approximately contemporary Italian hospital-based series have contrasting results. At Milan's Instituto Nazionali dei Tumori, among 255 patients with localized disease more chemo therapy was given to younger patients, suggesting that this accounted for their better outcome. 8 At Bologna's Instituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, however, among patients with localized disease there was no difference in chemotherapy usage between age groups, but children had a better survival than adults. 24 The lack of treatment effect, in particular, chemo therapy, has been confirmed in the Dutch cancer registry study in localized SS, which also demonstrated that younger age is again important for a better outcome, regardless of site or tumor size or use of chemotherapy. 13 Perhaps what we are now clearer about is those patients in whom we may avoid adjuvant chemotherapy, ie, patients with good risk, localized disease. In our series of 71 UK pediatric and adolescent patients with SS, we defined a population of 21 patients who received surgery only with an excellent outcome. They had small tumors (,5 cm) with an R 0 resection. 25 In the recent European Pediatric Soft tissue Sarcoma Study Group, pediatric and adolescent prospective series of 138 patients with localized SS enrolled on the study protocol between 2005 and 2012, the outcome for 24 low-risk patients (tumor #5 cm in size, completely resected, at a limb site) was excellent with surgery only, with only two local relapses, who were subsequently rescued with further local treatment and remain in a complete response. 23 Therefore, in both Europe and USA, it is now standard to not receive chemotherapy, regardless of age, in small resected SSs.
In adult STS randomized studies, an assessment of the role of adjuvant chemotherapy for all STSs has failed to show a benefit for adjuvant chemotherapy, hence the European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO)/European Sarcoma Network Working Group guidelines for STS has recommended that adjuvant chemotherapy for localized SS is only indicated within the context of a randomized clinical trial. 26 These studies, however, include all types of STS, which may dampen the effect of chemotherapy in SS, which is believed to be the most chemosensitive of the non-rhabdomyosarcoma STSs. 23 Certainly, retrospective studies in SS treated with neoadjuvant/adjuvant chemotherapy give contrasting results, in particular, for the use of ifosfamide-based chemotherapy: some show improved survival compared to patients treated with surgery only, 27 but in contrast, Italiano et al 28 could not demonstrate any benefit from neoadjuvant chemotherapy in a French series. Both studies were non-randomized, however.
The chemotherapy regimen chosen for advanced SS is either ifosfamide in combination with doxorubicin, or doxorubicin alone, but no type or combination seems to be advantageous. 29 Again, the literature in this area is not quite so clear, as the randomized studies included all STS, whereas studies in SS are usually retrospective and demo nstrate a more positive outcome and better response to chemotherapy. [29] [30] [31] In the pooled analysis of the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) studies for advanced STS, the SS subgroup showed a better response rate of 33% with ifosfamide-based regimens, compared to 25% with doxorubicin. 31 Of the more recent "new" chemotherapies in sarcoma, trabectedin has shown some promise in SS. 32 Its role at present, however, is still in the context of advanced and metastatic disease where other chemotherapy regimens have failed. 33 Clearly, the way forward is to propose a randomized study for SS alone, looking at all the "standard" chemotherapy regimens, perhaps "picking the winner" by means of a multi-arm multistage (MAMS) design, to take forward a standard chemotherapy backbone, to which to add newer drugs or indeed other arms as they become available. 34 This kind of design allows "newer" chemotherapy drugs such as trabectedin to be added to the randomization, which has shown promising response rates in SS either on its own or in combination. 35 The MAMS design also allows us to add new targeted agents as they come into clinical trials, especially those to specific targets in SS. Perhaps for a rare tumor such as SS, with small numbers available to enter randomized studies, the major advantage for an MAMS design is the ability to answer the question with small numbers of subjects in a much more efficient way.
New targeted treatments
In STS, there is evidence of angiogenesis playing a critical role in tumor progression, and hence anti-angiogenic agents seem to be targeted agents worth considering. This can either be with multiple tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) such as vascular endothelial growth factor receptor inhibitors, sorafenib, pazopanib, sunitinib, and cediranib, or with monoclonal antibodies such as bevacizumab. 36 Furthermore, the overexpression of platelet-derived growth factor receptor antigen in SS, which is also targeted by these TKIs, makes vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitors most likely to have a positive outcome. 37 Probably, the most suitable candidates to consider as TKI for SS are sorafenib and pazopanib. 36, 38 For sorafenib, singleagent Phase II studies in STSs have shown responses in SS, and at least comparable findings to conventional chemotherapy in advanced or previously treated SSs. [39] [40] [41] Of possibly more potential is the combination with ifosfamide, in which the Spanish sarcoma group has done in a Phase I study, as it is unlikely that TKIs have a role on their own, but maybe in enhancing the effect of chemotherapy. 38 The Spanish sarcoma group is currently performing a Phase II study in the same SS cohort. For pazopanib, there are more data in STS to support its future use in SS trials, hence its approval in the USA for STS in relapsed patients following conventional chemotherapy. The PALLETTE study demo nstrated its benefit in STS vs a placebo, including responses in SS. 42 Again, studies are on going in limb STS prior to chemotherapy and surgery.
Another possible target is the insulin growth factor (IGF) system, specifically IGF-1, with the availability of IGF-1 receptor inhibitors. Several trials in sarcoma, including SS, have explored IGF-1 receptor inhibitors, demonstrating both partial response and stable disease. 43 Again, its benefit in combination with chemotherapy in sarcomas is being further explored, and this will include SS cases.
As there is a high expression of cancer/testis (CT) antigen in SS, specifically NY-ESO-1, which is highly immunogenic, the role of genetically engineered targeted T-lymphocytes to this antigen has been explored in SS. 44, 45 Ipilimumab, a monoclonal antibody that enhances immunity against CT antigen NY-ESO-1, is again a possible immunotherapy in SS, but a study of the antibody in SS closed early due to lack of activity and recruitment despite a theoretical therapeutic advantage. 46 The role of immunotherapy, in particular in combination with chemotherapy, certainly needs further exploration as it might be a more efficient way of presenting the antigen in SS.
Conclusion
For SS, the emerging evidence of the different biological subtypes as defined by GI, previously reflected in the better outcomes in younger patients, should allow us to define the different populations of patients with SS who warrant different approaches to their treatment. There is a proviso here, as the role of GI needs defining prospectively in an "all-age" study, alongside therapeutic interventions.
For those with good biology, as defined by a low GI and, usually, small localized tumors, then local control either with surgery alone in small tumors at good prognostic sites may be enough. Radiation, as well, is usually required for those with larger tumors. For those with localized "poor" risk tumors, as defined by biology or site, and for those with metastatic tumors, further therapeutic intervention needs to be considered alongside conventional "sarcoma chemotherapy". More mature data now on anti-angiogenic agents such as pazopanib or sorafenib may be the first step, and particularly as we may have data from other sarcomas on their use in combination with chemotherapy, plus they are commercially available. The role of immunotherapy in SS, particularly against the CT NY-ESO-1 antigen, is of particular interest, but will be difficult to deliver in all clinical settings due to the inability to generate genetically engineered autologous T-cells.
The rarity of SS is often given as a reason not to develop specific trials in SS alone, but using innovative statistical designs; perhaps with one of the available targeted agents in a multiple arm randomized study, then this may be possible. In particular, it should be possible to consider a randomized study across all ages involving multiple countries and sites, focusing on those SS cases whose outcome, as determined by biology, site, or metastatic status, is poor with just conventional sarcoma chemotherapy.
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